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Dear Readers,

The biggest event in the sport's world: "The Olympic
Games". Every four years we see efforts, hopes, dreams,
and plans including a lot of energy and dedication.
An overwhelming statement that really took my heart and
mind; that is the Olympic creed "the most important thing in
the games is not to win but to take part, just as the most
important thing in life is not the triumph, but the struggle.
The essential thing is not to have conquered but to have
fought well." This statement just says it all, its all about try-
ing honorably and courageously. Yet we still see athletes
failing doping tests and horses testing positive followed by
medals changing places! In this issue you'll find a lot of
intriguing information about the last Olympics in particular
and the Olympic Games in general.

Moreover, a most fascinating interview with Mohamed
Mansour junior expressing his personal views, as well as
those of McDonald's international, regarding their policy of
sponsoring some sports in the last Olympics such as show
jumping vs. the reaction to the results.

On another note, the Egyptian show jumping team was
competing in Syria and Lebanon with Eng. Samir Abd El
Fatah commenting on the issue having been the trainer and
team manager.

Enjoy this issue and stay well,

KhaledAssem
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International News

2004 F.E.I. CHILDREN'S INTERNATIONAL
JUMPING FINAL

A Week of Excitement, Fun & World Class Sport! November 22 - 28, 2004 At
Hummingbird Nest, Simi Valley, California.

California Here We Come!

Simi Valley, California, July 6, 2004.-- For the first time in the
history of the International Equestrian Federation’s world wide
jumping competition for children, the final will t ake place in
sunny California-the same US state which was also chosen by
the United S tates Equestrian Federation to host both Olympic
selection trials for dressage and jumping in 2004. 

Twenty five qualifiers are being st aged this year throughout
North and South America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa,
Asia, India and Australia, involving hundreds of children aged
between 12 and 14, to decide the 32 finalist s who will make
their way to one of the most impressive venues the interna-
tional sport has to of fer . 

Hummingbird Nest Ranch

Hummingbird Nest is a 140 acre world class equestrian facili-
ty located within the Simi Valley Park District in southern
California. With its breathtaking mountain views, beautiful
landscaping and spectacular clubhouse overlooking an inter-
national size Grand Prix arena, it is the perfect setting for this
prestigious competition which annually showcases the t alents
of the future generation of Olympians. 

But sport is not the only thing on the agenda during the
week the finalists have to prepare their horses and compete.
The philosophy of the Children’s Final extends far beyond the
realms of the competition arena. Camaraderie and sport sman-
ship are valued as is the opportunity for these children to visit
a new land and make new friends and have a bucket load of
fun! 
And everyone can rest assured that no stone has been lef t
unturned in this dep artment thanks to the ef forts of organizers
David and Suzanne Saperstein and their team who have
arranged Theme Park tours, a traditional Thanksgiving Dinner,
barbeques, discos and visits to Beverly Hills and Hollywood.

10,000 V isitors Expected for Opening and Closing Day
Ceremonies

On November 27 and 28 Hummingbird Nest will open it s
gates to the public to join in the opening and closing cere-
monies of the FEI Children’s Final which will include perform-
ances by the world renowned UCLA marching band.
Countless activities have been planned for the whole family on
both days. V isitors can enjoy wagon rides, rodeo displays, sky -
diving shows, games, art classes, an art exhibition and craft

fair, vintage cars, live music from jazz to Beatles and much
more.

Also planned is an appreciation barbeque in honor of the
firemen who fought the bush fires which threatened to destroy
so much of the area around Los Angeles last summer.  
Children’s Hospit al to Benefit

The FEI 2004 Children’s International Jumping Final is a char -
ity event benefiting the Mattel Children’s Hospital at the
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA).

Sponsors

To reflect the world wide interest in this event sponsors include
HBO, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan Chase, Goldman Sachs and
Credit Suisse.

Contacts:

Silke Azoulai
Director of S pecial Events
Hummingbird Nest Ranch
2940 Kuehner Drive
Simi V alley, CA 93063
Phone +1 310 271 7469
Fax +1 310 273 7469
E-mail: silke@hummingbirdnestranch.com

Deborah Riplinger
FØdØration Equestre Internationale (F.E.I.)
Av. Mon-Repos 24



If you come to enjoy the Osnabruecker Land you will find in
the south-west in the parish of Hagen by the Teutoburger
Forest a wonderful delight: the Kasselmann Estate! Each
year something exceptionally pleasant and colourful takes

place here: "The International Riders' Festival Horses &
Dreams". The Festival is the implementation of the Olympic idea.
This year some four hundred riders from forty five nations
accompanied by more than thirty four thousand visitors came
together to celebrate and compete in
show jumping and dressage from 1st-4th
July 2004. During the Festival, riders
along with their families and guests can
enjoy equestrian sport next to a large life-
style exhibition. In nicely decorated
white tents one finds everything from
horse and rider equipment up to furniture,
fine jewelleries and food specialities.  

The Kasselmann Estate officially
dates back to 1322 and has become the
success story of 'Ullrich Kasselmann',
who turned it into a dressage centre with
international reputation. The internation-
al horse expert and equally distinguished business man, lives here
together with his wife 'Bianca', a successful rider who won
numerous dressage competitions up to Grand Prix Special, and
son 'Francois' who is an ambitious junior horse jumping rider.
Throughout the year some one hundred and eighty fine horses
stand on the estate and receive training and education on the
highest level for the international dressage sport; the price for a
horse from the Kasselmann Stable usually starts from about as
much as twenty five thousand Euro.

The story of Kasselmann is also the story of a long lasting
(now 25 years) partnership and friendship with Germany's world-
class rider and outstanding horse business man 'Paul

Schockemoehle'. Ullrich Kasselmann and Paul Schockemoehle
established in 1980 'Performance Sales International'* (*PSI),
which started in the USA in New Port/Rhode Island as an auction
for some sixty hand-picked quality horses from Germany for
dressage and jumping. The auction was moved two years later to
Germany to the parish of 'Ankum' in the north of the
Osnabruecker Land in the midway between the Kasselmann
Estate in Hagen and the Estate of Schockemoehle, which lies in

the neighbouring region of 'Vechta', in
'Muehlen'. Over the years the auction in
Ankum grew in fame and is considered
today one of the world's most outstanding
auctions for horses renowned for its fantastic
prices. In December 2003 the mare 'Poetin'
was sold for the world record price of 2.5
million Euro.

Kasselmann is also the story behind the
legendary 'Deister'. Ullrich Kasselmann
bought Deister at the auction in Verden in
Germany, when he considered the price was
right. Later Deister and Schockemoehle
made the exceptional couple that became

European Champions in 1981, 1983 and 1985.
Moreover Kasselmann is the host, show director, and togeth-

er with Paul Schockemoehle, the major organizer of the
"International Riders' Festival" in Hagen. Norbert Koof, the 1982
World Champion in jumping and the youngest champion in the
history of the World Championships was a patron of this year's
Festival. Koof, who suffered a terrible riding accident in 1994
and whose legs are still paralyzed, never let himself go. One
would not realize until second side that he is sitting in a wheel-
chair. Norbert Koof says he looks ahead and hopes to be able to
run again one day: a wonderful patron for this Festival!

The "International Riders' Festival" presents each year the

Ina in

Hof Kasselmann
By: Ina El Kobbia - Germany

Osnabruecker Land; International Riders Festival
Horses & Dreams

www.osnabruecker-land.deFEI World Challenge 2004 with Bettina Schockemoehle 

�The Festival 
is the

implementa-
tion of the 

Olympic idea

Osnabruecker Land
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FEI World Challenge in show Jumping and Dressage, which is
the event with the most exotic flair. Riders from countries like
Ecuador, Columbia, Namibia, South Africa, New Zealand,
Russia, Estonia, India and The United Arab Emirates come
together to compete on top horses provided for them by Ullrich
Kasselmann (dressage) and Paul Schockemoehle (jumping). 

This year fifty riders from more than thirty nations qualified
for the FEI World Challenge in Hagen after more than one hun-
dred qualification rounds in sixty countries around the globe.
Amongst them Dr. Annika Reintam, a young anaesthesiologist at
Tartu University Clinics, from Estonia. She qualified for the
"International Riders' Festival" in jumping already for the sec-
ond time. Annika, who was a wonderful guest at my family's
home and gave me the pleasure of accompanying her these days
in Hagen, told me that it was wonderful to be in Hagen again, to
meet with so many people from all around the world and to ride
on such outstanding horses, the like of which are hardly to be
found in the whole of Estonia. At the end Annika made us espe-
cially happy by winning the FEI World Challenge in Jumping
and becoming "Master of World Challenge". In the Final she
performed in four rounds, each on a different horse, with sensi-
tive and controlled rides, two clear rounds and a total of eight
penalty points. In dressage it was the South African Andrea
Harrison who won the FEI Word Challenge 2004. The FEI
World Challenge Dressage for Children was won by Brigette
Learmonth from New Zealand. 

Arno Neessen from the Netherlands - who has already
brought much joy to the Egyptian riding scene by his resumed
trainings and his skilful choices of horses - is officially appoint-
ed by Performance Sales International as trainer for the partici-
pants in the Word Challenge Jumping. He thereby travels to the
different participating countries to give trainings and he also
looks after the riders during the Festivals in Hagen.

The major idea of the Word Challenge is to promote skilful
riders from all those nations who are longing to match the elite
horse riding nations and in addition to establish a place of meeting
and an impetus for personal and equestrian sport development. 

The "International Riders' Festival" was also the scene for
the Nations' Cup in show jumping which in Germany is the
equivalent to the CHIO in Aachen for both Young (18-21) and
Junior (16-18) Riders. The Nations' Cup for the Young Riders
CSIOY was won by the French Team followed by the Dutch
Team with Chef d' Equipe Rob Ehrens; the German team took
third place. Germany took first place in the Junior's Nations' Cup
CSIOJ, while the second place was shared by the Dutch and the
French Team. The course builder and chief of the course for all
the show jumping was another famous name -Olaf Petersen-;
from Egypt the renowned General Ihab was a judge for the FEI
Word Challenge Jumping and the Nations' Cup.

The Festival also presented the Grand Prix Freestyle, which
was won by the American dressage rider Leslie Morse, the
American Lisa M. Wilcox finished fourth. The Grand Prix was of
special importance to the US-Team as the Festival was the occa-
sion for the official sifting for the Olympic Games in Athens.

…Let me end by adding that during these days in Hagen one
could rush from one spectacular event to the other and the
Festival even had more excellent riding events worthy of men-
tioning, but the "International Riders' Festival" in Hagen will
come back again in summer 2005… g

Annika Reintam riding during the festival

The Show Jumping Arena

Course designed by Olaf Petersen

Bianca and Ullrich Kasselmann

Osnabruecker Land
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Review on theOlympics
Athens 2004

Notes from Athens

It looked like a walk in the park for Germany to win its third
consecutive gold medal (after Atlanta 1996 and Sydney 2000)
in Team Jumping.  The German Team with Ludger Beerbaum
on Goldfever, Marco Kutscher on Montender, Christian
Ahlmann on Coester and Otto Becker on Cento had a com-
bined score of just eight penalty points. The United States and
Sweden finished each with 20 penalty points and were forced
thereby into a jump off for the Team Silver Medal; it was really
a matter of who would blink first: both teams put in clear and
quick rounds. At the end the U.S. won the silver medal with only
seven seconds ahead of the Swedish Team that took the
bronze medal. It is said that it had been Sweden’s first Olympic
show jumping medal since 1928.  

Many questions have been raised about the footing in the
show jumping arena that left three horses in three days suffer-
ing tendon strains. Much has been said about the extra chal-
lenging courses set by Germany’s course designer Olaf
Petersen that had fences crashing and horses’ shoes flying
(some say that is why Olaf Petersen is one of the very best
course designers in the world!). Yet 24-year-old Cian O’Connor
riding Waterford Crystal matched all the demands and won
Ireland’s first gold medal in the Individual Jumping Final. "I
never expected something like that", O’Connor commented,
"my horse gave everything and the track actually suited me. I
was very happy to pass the line of fences that everybody was
afraid of, and I felt confident af ter the first round." Brazilian
Rodrigo Pessoa and his French st allion Baloubet du Rouet took
the silver medal in a dramatic jump-off against Chris Kappler
(USA) on Royal Kaliber . Kappler st arted second and com-
menced his round very fast, but had to retire when Royal
Kaliber was injured af ter the second jump of the combination.
The clearly lame horse was taken away by ambulance. Following
radiography and ultrasound examination, an acute strain of the
tendon was diagnosed. Chris Kappler and Royal Kaliber took the
bronze medal for the USA. German Marco Kutscher, who came
to the Games as a reserve rider, missed the jump off by one time
penalty and took fourth.

Tears, tears, tears, when it comes to the case of the
German Eventing Team and its best rider Bettina Hoy, wife of
the Australian eventing Olympian Andrew Hoy . The German
Eventing Team had the gold medal in their hands and
Germany’s Bettina Hoy could have been the first woman ever
to win an individual eventing Olympic gold medal! Germany lost
all: the German Team lost its gold medal to France and became
fourth; Bettina Hoy lost its individual medal to Leslie Law from
Great Brit ain and was ranked ninth at the end.

Bettina Hoy cantered twice through the electronic start
before beginning her show jumping round, although the stadi-
um clock had not st arted until her second p ass, the Ground
Jury decided after it had noticed that Bettina Hoy went through
the start more than once, to award her 14 penalty points. The
German National Olympic Committee immediately filed a
protest against the decision of the Ground Jury and appealed
to the FEI Appeal Committee. The Appeal Committee over-
turned the Ground Jury’s decision. It concluded that as the st a-
dium clock had been restarted when Bettina Hoy crossed the
starting line for the second time, the rider had no way to note

that her round already started. In order not to penalise the rider
for a competition management failure, the FEI Appeal
Committee removed the 14 penalty points. Germany was rein-
stated, but the event was far from over. The National Olympic
Committees of France, Great Britain and the USA filed an
appeal to the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS).  On 21
August the Court of Arbitration for Sport finally decided that the
FEI Appeal Committee had no jurisdiction to deal with the case
brought forward by the German Federation. The CAS thereby
referred the case back to the early decision of the Ground Jury.
One could have well argued that if the FEI Appeal Committee
had phrased its decision with greater precision and more in
light of the legal interpretation of the FEI rules instead of simply
basing its decision on the findings of facts, it would have been far
more difficult for the CAS to deny jurisdiction and most probably
the outcome would have been much dif ferent! 

On 8th October 2004 the FEI announced the results of the
medication controls for the horses sampled during the Games
in Athens. Forty horses were sampled (20% of the participating
horses), and four test result s were positive (A-sample). The
Persons Responsible for the horses were informed through
their National Federation and may request for a confirmatory
analysis (B-sample). 

The German Equestrian Federation announced that the
horses ’Goldfever’ (rider: Ludger Beerbaum) and ’Ringwood

Cian O’Connor, Ireland, Individual Show Jumping Gold medal winner
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"All day long, I had
mixed emotions from

happiness to sadness;
I had no idea I had

passed the starting
line twice. I realized it

only fifteen minutes
after my competition

when the French
protested"

Bettina Hoy, Germany

Enthusiastic fans, cheering, crowds from all over the world,
mixed feeling of happiness, hope, enchantment, sadness,

and disappointment. That’s how it was in the Markopoulo
Olympic Equestrian Center where fans were flocking from all
over the world to give a round of applause for the top eques-
trian riders and their horses. 

Definitely, most of us wish we were there in this eccentric
place watching the world’s greatest riders competing.
Therefore so as to help you get the feel of it; here are quotes
from some of the riders describing their experience there!

"W e have felt great since the Olympic trials " Show jumping
rider Beezie Madden of the United States

"It was an electric atmosphere " Dressage rider, Guenter Seidel
of Del Mar, Calif.

"W e’re mistakenly seen as an elitist sport, this is a labor-inten-
sive sport. It’s not just the best rider who succeeds but the best
rider who provides the best care for his horses. Team USA has
the best support group in the world. " Three-day event rider
Darren Chiacchia of Ocala, Fla.

"I am staying in the hunt, it’s a long shot, but I’m not giving up. "
Dressage rider Debbie McDonald of Hailey, Idaho

"That ride was fun, every day I’ve learned how much trust I can
have in him (his horse) ." Dressage rider Robert Dover of
Lebanon, N.J.

"It was a clean, brilliant test, I was very happy ." Beatriz Ferrer
Salat of Spain

"Team Dressage is like watching a play; the play has momen-
tum from the beginning. It’s not as easy to pull yourself up from
the position. We were hoping for more points to start with "
Dressage rider Robert Dover of Lebanon, N.J.

"In the interest of our athletes, fair play and the integrity of
sport, it is our prerogative to explore every avenue " British
Team Press Officer Philip Pope

"All day long, I had mixed emotions from happiness to sad-
ness; I had no idea I had passed the starting line twice. I real-
ized it only fif teen minutes after my competition when the
French protested " Show Jumping rider Bettina Hoy, Germany

"I know what its like to win a gold medal and stand on the podi-
um and have your national anthem played, the sheer excite -
ment of it is just unbelievable " Show Jumping rider, Andrew
Hoy, Australia

"I knew that I had let the team down ", Severson of Keene, Va.,
af ter her disappointing round.

"It’s a different kind of pressure, but the same being under the
gun, the difference is having 10 guys behind you on the hose
line, while here you’re out on your own ", Tyron, a firefighter
from Duvall, W ash., comp ared the pressure of producing a
clean round in the Olympics to her job.

(R-L) Chris Kappler, bronze medal, Cian O’Conner, gold medal, Rodrigo
Pessoa, Silver medal; Individual Show Jumping winners.
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Following the end of the Olympic Games, Youth Minister Anas El-
Fiqi took another road, dissolving seven sport s federations which
failed, not only in the Olympics but in the p ast four years -- swimming,
athletics, judo, badminton, field hockey , archery and volleyball. The
decision cooled down an angry public which sees that millions of
pounds have been wasted. That’s not all. According to the prime min-
ister , a special committee for Beijing 2008 and the Games of 2012 will
be set up soon to select the most promising athletes for these two
Games. It seems that the Egyptian sport s are in the gear to a reform!

Moreover , El-Fiqi included an investigation with international
equestrian rider , Saleh Andre Sakakini, whose performance did not live
up to the expect ations. The German-based Sakakini was accused by
the media and officials of receiving special treatment from the National
Olympic Committee who supported his p articip ation. Sakakini is now
asked to return his horse "Casper", which was bought for $60,000 by

the Egyptian Equestrian
Federation, and is worth today
around 400,000 euros; as stated by
Sakakini himself.

Saleh Andre Sakakini makes his
fourth appearance in the Olympic
Games. Based in Germany,
Sakakini trains on his own, and he
was the only Egyptian rider to qual-
ify for this year’s Olympics in
Athens. However, despite qualify-
ing for the games by being placed
in the top list of the world’s riders,
Sakakini unfortunately withdrawn
from the Olympic Games, due to
special problems with his insuffi-
cient support team. Sakakini start-
ed participating in international
competitions by the age of 28, and
his latest achievement was winning

The best and worst of the Athens Games

BEST CHANT: The roaring Greek cries of "Hellas, Hellas" -- as the
country is known here -- which echoed everywhere but were deafening
during the men’s basketball game against the United States. (We also
got caught up in the Lithuanians’ rhythmic cheer of "Lie-tu-va.")
WORST BEHAVIOR:Two displays come to mind. The capacity crowd
at Olympic Stadium whistling and booing -- chanting for disgraced Greek
sprinter Kostas Kenteris -- and delaying the start of the 200-meter final
by four minutes. And the gymnastics fans who booed for 10 minutes
because they were unhappy with the high-bar scores the judges gave
Russian Alexei Nemov.
BEST SPORTSMANSHIP:U.S. swimmer Michael Phelps, for giving up
his spot in the 400-meter medley relay to rival Ian Crocker, which
allowed Crocker to redeem himself for a disappointing swim earlier.
WORST SPORTSMANSHIP:Germany’s Judith Arndt, who won the sil-
ver medal in the women’s road race, yet made an obscene gesture
toward her nation’s cycling federation officials while crossing the finish
line. Arndt said she was upset that they didn’t put her close friend, Petra
Rossner, on the Olympic team. (Misplaced priorities: Taekwondo refer-
ee Zhao Lei, who still counted out Bertrand Gbongou Liango from the
Central African Republic while he was lying unconscious from a round-
house kick to the head before being hospitalized with a concussion.)
BEST HAIR: Australian swimmer Ian Thorpe, whose blond-tipped bed-
head still looked fabulous, even with the gold medal-winner’s wreath on
top of it.
WORST HAIR: Australian basketball player C.J. Bruton, whose braided
’do resembled a cornrow mohawk. (Though furry-backed Roberto
Duenas of the Spanish basketball team qualifies for this category, as
well. The 7-foot-3, 302-pound center is the winner our "Wookie of the
Year" award.)
BEST HORSE NAME:Air Jordan, a German horse in the three-day
event, which includes jumping.
WORST CROWDS:The abysmally low soccer attendance at satellite
venues in Thessaloniki, Heraklio, V olos and Patras -- except when the
Greeks played, and even they didn’t sell out most of their games. At the
Ghana-Paraguay game, the announced attendance was 1,119 among
26,200 seat s.
BEST FIREWORKS: The climactic show at the opening ceremony in
Olympic S tadium.
WORST FIREWORKS:Chief Olympic organizer Gianna Angelopoulos-
Daskalaki threw a celebration one day later, with a pyrotechnics show
that caused a fire in the nearby wooded area, burning out of control for
nearly an hour.
BEST BARGAIN: The 2-euro Heinekens on t ap at the venues and
media villages. (Though the chocolate-coated ice cream bars for 1 euro
and 50 cents also were a favorite.)
WORST FOOD:Anything served at the media villages. Breakfast was
especially bleak, consisting of bland cold cuts, tepid omelets and con-
crete croissants.
BEST USE OF COSMETICS: American sprinter Gail Devers, who paint-
ed her famous talons blue to match her uniform.
WORST USE OF COSMETICS:The rhythmic gymnasts. We know
you’re trying to color coordinate, but seafoam-green eye shadow and sil-
ver hair glitter are never , ever a good look.
BEST FASHION ACCESSORY:British long jumper Jade Johnson’s
snazzy red fishnet stockings.
WORST FASHION ACCESSORY:The plastic strap barely holding up
Jamaican Veronica Campbell’s top as she ran the anchor leg of the 400-
meter relay. Her team won the gold, but her outfit was a wardrobe mal-
function waiting to happen.
BEST FANS: Hard to choose. The mighty, tightly packed Lithuanian
basketball fans, dressed in their country’s green, yellow and red, resem-
bled the produce section at a grocery store. The Japanese, in matching
samurai garb, were vocal and organized at baseball. And then there was
the overweight Brazilian beach volleyball fan in a green-and-yellow wig,
tight yellow Superman costume and blue S peedo trunks.
WORST ATTITUDE: U.S. super heavyweight Jason Estrada, who per-
formed dismally in a quarterfinal loss to Cuba’s Michel Lopez Nunez,
then infuriated his coaches by telling reporters it didn’t matter since he’s
focusing on his upcoming pro career: "If I’m going to lose, I’m going to
lose getting hit as little as possible. I’d rather not get hit at all."

Fence designed by Olaf Peterson

Pippa Funnell (Great Britain) riding Primmore's Pride jumps over an
obstacle in the team three-day eventing jumping final competition

Egyptian Participation...

Saleh Andre Sakakini



Olympic Motto
The Olympic motto "Citius, Altius, Fortius" is Latin for "Faster, Higher, Braver," but is
universally accepted to mean "Swifter, Higher, Stronger."
Olympic Rings
The Olympic symbol--five interlocked rings--represents the union of the five original
major continents (Africa, America, Asia, Australia and Europe). The colors of the rings
are thought to have been chosen because at least one of these colors can be found
in the flag of every nation.
Olympic Flag
The Olympic Flag has a plain white background with no border. In the center are the five
interlocked Olympic rings. The flag was presented by Baron Pierre de Coubertin in 1914
at the Olympic Congress is 1914, celebrating the 20th anniversary of the founding of the
International Olympic Committee

At the Closing Ceremonies of the Olympic Games, the mayor of the Olympic host city
presents the Olympic flag to the mayor of the next Olympic host city. The flag is then kept
in the town hall of the host city until the next Olympic Games.
Olympic Mascot (Lucky Charm)
The first Olympic mascot made a discreet appearance at the 1968 Olympic Winter
Games in Grenoble. Its name was Schuss. The Olympic mascot, however successful,
disappears with the end of the Games it personifies. It was created to be understood
by everyone, especially the young. It is friendly and appealing and is part of the visu-
al identity of the Games.
Olympic Creed
The words of the Olympic Creed are attributed to Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the
founder of the modern Olympic Games."The most important thing in the Olympic
Games is not the win but to t ake p art, just as the most import ant thing in life is not the
triumph, but the struggle. The essential thing is not to have conquered but to have
fought well."
Olympic Games T orchbearers
The idea of lighting an Olympic flame for the duration of the Games derives from the
ancient Greeks who used a flame lit by the sun’s rays at Olympia, Greece, the site
of the original Games. The concept was revived at the 1936 Olympic Games in
Berlin and has remained an Olympic tradition.
Victory Ceremonies

Olympic medals must be at least 66 mm in diameter and at least three mm
thick. Gold & silver medals must be made of 92.5 percent pure silver; the gold
medal must be gilded with at least six grams of gold. The design of the medals
is the responsibility of the host city .

At the first modern Games in Greece, 1896, medals were given only to first
& second-place. The winner received a silver medal & the runner-up a bronze
medal. The winner was also given a crown of olive branches, while the second-
place finisher settled for a laurel branch crown. The 1900 Games in Paris remain
the only Olympics where winners were only given valuable pieces of art.
Opening Ceremonies
Planning and execution of this ceremony is the responsibility of the host city ,
but basic guidelines, as outlined in the Olympic Charter of 1985, exist.
Athletes parade into the main Olympic stadium in alphabetical order accord-
ing to the host country’s language with two exceptions: Greece, which host -
ed the first modern Games in 1896, always leads the parade, and the host
country’s team is always last.

The president of the IOC asks the host country’s Head of S tate to open the
Games. The Head of State does the honors with the following phrase: "I declare
open the Games of (host city), celebrating the (number of the) Olympiad of the
modern era."
Closing Ceremonies
The closing ceremony,  also held in the main Olympic stadium, signals the
of ficial end of the Games. Olympic protocol requires each country to select a
standard bearer. The athletes march in no particular order, between eight and
10 abreast, 
"united only by the friendly bonds of Olympic sport."
As the Greek national anthem is played, its flag is raised to the right of the cen-
ter flagpole. Then the flag of the next host country is raised to the left.
The IOC president then pronounces the Games closed with the following
statement: "I call upon the youth of all countries to assemble four years from
now at (the site of the next Olympics), there to celebrate with us the Games of
the (number of the next) Olympiad." Then the Olympic Flame is extinguished The
Olympic Flag is then lowered and carried from the stadium by eight people.
Olympic Oath
The Olympic Oath is a symbolic gesture of sport smanship that began at the 1920
Olympic Games in Antwerp, Belgium. Basically, one athlete from the host country
takes an oath in the Opening Ceremonies on behalf of all athletes. The oath is as fol-
lows: "In the name of all competitors, I promise that we shall t ake part in these Olympic

Otto Becker on Cento

Andrew Hoy on Mr. Pracatan, fall
at an obstacle.
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OLYMPIC EQUESTRIAN MEDAL WINNERS 
(Individual show jumping) 

ATHENS 2004: Gold - Cian O�Conner     Silver - Rodrigo
Pessoa    Bronze - Chris Kappler 
SYDNEY 2000: Gold - Jeroen Dubbeldam, Netherlands Silver
- Albert Voorn, Netherlands Bronze - Khaled Aleid, Saudi
Arabia 
ATLANTA 1996: Gold - Ulrich Kirchhoff, Germany Silver - Willi
Melliger, Switzerland Bronze - Alexandra Ledermann, France 
BARCELONA 1992: Gold - Ludger Beerbaum, Germany
Silver - Piet Raymakers, The Netherlands Bronze - Norman
Dello Joio, United States 
SEOUL 1988: Gold - Pierre Durand, France Silver - Greg Best,
United States Bronze - Karsten Huck, West Germany 
LOS ANGELES 1984: Gold - Joe Fargis, United States Silver
- Conrad Homfeld, United S tates Bronze - Heidi Robbiani,
Switzerland 
MOSCOW 1980:Gold - Jan Kowalczyk, Poland Silver - Nikolai
Korolkov, Soviet Union Bronze - Joaquin Perez Heras, Mexico 
M O N T R E A L 1976: Gold - Alwin Schockemohle, West
Germany Silver - Michel Valliancourt, Canada Bronze -
Francois Mathy, Belgium 
MUNICH 1972: Gold - Graziano Mancinelli, Italy Silver - Ann
Moore, Great Britain Bronze - Neal Shapiro, United States 
MEXICO CITY 1968: Gold - William Steinkraus, United States
Silver - Marion Coakes, Great Brit ain Bronze - David Broome,
Great Britain 
TOKYO 1964: Gold - Pierre Jonqueres d’Oriola, France Silver
- Herman Schridder , Germany Bronze - Peter Robeson, Great
Britain 
ROME 1960: Gold - Raimondo D’Inzeo, It aly Silver - Piero
D’Inzeo, It aly Bronze - David Broome, Great Brit ain 
MELBOURNE 1956: Gold - Hans-Gunter Winkler, West
Germany Silver - Raimondo D’Inzeo, It aly Bronze - Piero
D’Inzeo, It aly 
HELSINKI 1952: Gold - Pierre Jonqueres d’Oriola, France
Silver - Oscar Cristi, Chile Bronze - Fritz Thiedemann, W est
Germany 
LONDON 1948: Gold - Humberto Mariles Cortes, Mexico
Silver - Ruben Uriza, Mexico Bronze - Jean Francois d’Orgeix,
France 
BERLIN 1936: Gold - Kurt Haase, Germany Silver - Henri
Rang, Romania Bronze - Jozsef Platthy, Hungary 
LOS ANGELES 1932: Gold - Takeichi Nishi, Japan Silver -
Harry Chamberlain, United S tates Bronze - Clarence von
Rosen, Jr., Sweden 
AMSTERDAM 1928: Gold - Frantisek Ventura,
Czechoslovakia Silver - Pierre Bert an de Balanda, France
Bronze - Charley Kuhn, Switzerland 
PARIS 1924: Gold - Alphonse Gemuseus, Switzerland Silver -
Tomasso Lequio, It aly Bronze - Adam Krolikiewicz, Poland 
A N T W E R P 1920: Gold - Tomasso Lequio, Italy Silver -
Alessandro Valerio, Italy Bronze - Carl-Gustaf Lewenhaupt,
Sweden 
STOCKHOLM 1912: Gold - Jean Cariou, France Silver -

OLYMPIC EQUESTRIAN MEDAL WINNERS
(Team show jumping)

ATHENS 2004: Gold - Germany    Silver - France    Bronze -

Sweden 

SYDNEY 2000: Gold - Germany Silver - Switzerand Bronze -

Brazil 

ATLANTA 1996: Gold - Germany Silver - United States Bronze

OLYMPIC EQUESTRIAN MEDAL WINNERS
(Individual dressage)

ATHENS 2004: Gold - Anky van Grunsven, Netherlands  Silver
- Ulla Salzgeber , Germany   Bronze - Beatriz Ferrer Salat,
Spain.
SYDNEY 2000: Gold - Anky van Grunsven, Netherlands Silver
- Isabell W erth, Germany Bronze - Ulla Salzgeber, Germany 
ATLANTA 1996: Gold - Isabell Werth, Germany Silver - Anky
Van Grunsven, Netherlands Bronze - Sven Rothenberger ,
Netherlands 
BARCELONA 1992:Gold - Nicole Uphoff, Germany Silver -
Isabelle W erth, Germany Bronze - Klaus Balkenhol, Germanyz 
SEOUL1988: Gold - Nicole Uphof f, West Germany Silver -
Margit Otto-Crepin, France Bronze - Christine Stuckelberger,
Switzerland 
LOS ANGELES 1984: Gold - Reiner Klimke, W est Germany
Silver - Annne Grethe Jensen, Denmark Bronze - Otto Hofer,
Switzerland 
MOSCOW 1980:Gold - Elisabeth Theurer, Austria Silver - Yuri
Kovshov, Soviet Union Bronze - Viktor Ugryumov, Soviet
Union 
M O N T R E A L 1976: Gold - Christine S tuckelberger,
Switzerland Silver - Harry Boldt, West Germany Bronze -
Reiner Klimke, W est Germany 
MUNICH 1972: Gold - Liselott Linsenhof f, W est Germany

- Brazil 

BARCELONA 1992: Gold - Netherlands Silver - Austria

Bronze - France 

SEOUL 1988: Gold - West Germany Silver - United States

Bronze - France 

LOS ANGELES 1984: Gold - United States Silver - Great

Britain Bronze - West Germany 

MOSCOW 1980:Gold - Soviet Union Silver - Poland Bronze -

Mexico 

MONTREAL 1976:Gold - France Silver - Germany Bronze -

Belgium 

MUNICH 1972: Gold - Germany Silver - United States Bronze

- Italy 

MEXICO CITY 1968: Gold - Canada Silver - France Bronze -

W est Germany 

TOKYO 1964: Gold - West Germany Silver - France Bronze -

Italy 

ROME 1960: Gold - West Germany Silver - United States

Bronze - Italy 

MELBOURNE 1956: Gold - West Germany Silver - Italy

Bronze - Great Britain 

HELSINKI 1952: Gold - Great Britain Silver - Chile Bronze -

United States 

LONDON 1948: Gold - Mexico Silver - Spain Bronze - Great

Britain 

BERLIN 1936: Gold - Germany Silver - Holland Bronze -

Portugal 

LOS ANGELES 1932: No nation completed the course with

three riders: no medals awarded 

AMSTERDAM 1928: Gold - Spain Silver - Poland Bronze -

Sweden 

PARIS 1924: Gold - Sweden Silver - Switzerland Bronze -

Portugal 

A N T W E R P1920: Gold - Sweden Silver - Belgium Bronze -



Gold medallist, Bettina Hoy, with
husband, Andrew, Australian
equestrian star.

"I know what its like to win a gold
medal and stand on the podium
and have your national anthem

played, the sheer excitement of it
is just unbelievable"

Show Jumping rider, Andrew Hoy,
Australia

Olympics; Athens2004

Silver - Yelena Petushkova, Soviet Union Bronze - Josef Neckermann, West
Germany 
MEXICO CITY 1968: Gold - Ivan Kizimov, Soviet Union Silver - Josef
Neckermann, West Germany Bronze - Reiner Klimke, West Germany 
TOKYO 1964: Gold - Henri Chammartin, Switzerland Silver - Harry Boldt,
W est Germany Bronze - Sergei Filatov, Soviet Union 
ROME 1960: Gold - Sergei Filartov, Soviet Union Silver - Gustav Fischer,
Switzerland Bronze - Josef Neckermann, West Germany 
MELBOURNE 1956: Gold - Henri Saint Cyr, Switzerland Silver - Lis Hartel,
Denmark Bronze - Liselott Linsenhoff, West Germany 
HELSINKI 1952: Gold - Henri Saint Cyr, Sweden Silver - Lis Hartel,
Denmark Bronze - Andre Jousseaume, France 
LONDON 1948: Gold - Hans Moser, Switzerland Silver - Andre
Jousseaume, France Bronze - Gustaf-Adolf Boltenstern, Jr., Sweden 
BERLIN 1936: Gold - Heinz Pollay, Germany Silver - Friedrich Gerhard,
W est Germany Bronze - Alois Podhajsky, Austria 
LOS ANGELES 1932: Gold - Xavier Lesage, France Silver - Charles
Marion, France Bronze - Hiram Tuttle, United States 
AMSTERDAM 1928: Gold - Carl Friedrich Friherr von Langen-Parow,
Germany Silver - Charles Marion, France Bronze - Ragnar Ohlson, Sweden 
PARIS 1924: Gold - Ernst Linder, Sweden Silver - Bertil Sandstrom,
Sweden Bronze - Xavier Lesage, France 
A N T W E R P 1920: Gold - Janne Lundblad, Sweden Silver - Bertil
Sandstrom, Sweden Bronze - Hans von Rosen, Sweden x-Gustaf-Adolf
Boltenstern, Sr., Sweden x-finished in third place, but was disqualified for
practicing in the ring before the competition began 
STOCKHOLM 1912: Gold - Carl Bonde, Sweden Silver - Gustaf-Adolf
Boltenstern, Sr., Sweden Bronze - Hans von Blixen-Finecke, Sr., Sweden 
1896 - 1908: not held

OLYMPIC EQUESTRIAN MEDAL WINNERS
(Team Dressage)

ATHENS 2004: Gold - Germany Silver - Spain Bronze - United States 

SYDNEY2000: Gold - Germany Silver - Netherlands Bronze - United

States 

ATLANTA 1996: Gold - Germany Silver - Netherlands Bronze - United

States 

BARCELONA1992: Gold - Germany Silver - The Netherlands

Bronze - United States 

SEOUL 1988: Gold - West Germany Silver - Switzerland Bronze -

Canada 

LOS ANGELES 1984: Gold - W est Germany Silver - Switzerland

Bronze - Sweden 

MOSCOW 1980: Gold - Soviet Union Silver - Bulgaria Bronze -

Romania 

MONTREAL 1976: Gold - West Germany Silver - Switzerland

Bronze - United States 

MUNICH 1972: Gold - Soviet Union Silver - W est Germany Bronze -

Sweden 

MEXICO CITY 1968: Gold - W est Germany Silver - Soviet Union Bronze

- Switzerland 

TOKYO 1964: Gold - West Germany Silver - Switzerland Bronze - Soviet

Union 

MELBOURNE 1956: Gold - Sweden Silver - W est Germany Bronze -

Switzerland 

HELSINKI 1952: Gold - Sweden Silver - Switzerland Bronze - West

Germany 
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EQUICARE CO.
2, Bahgat  Aly st. Zamalek, Cairo, Egypt  Tel & Fax:  +2 02 -735- 6939 / +2 02 -735- 4348, Email: post@equicarecompany.com

www.equicarecompany.com
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a Le Chevalier Pants
Slim Cut, 2 Zipped pockets, belt
with loops. A high comfort breech
even in hot weather.
Available in: Black, Olive, Beige,
and white
Size: 10 years old 
Up till size 48

199-220 L.E

Saddle Cloth 100 L.Eb 1/2 Chaps
Available in: Black and Brown

350 L.Ec

Penta Riding Helmets
Riding helmet with an outer shell,
shatter proof, and capable of with-
standing severe impacts. A four point
harness Made in Germany.
Available in: 58, 59, 60

351 L.En

f Real Wood Tar
Natural Ointment with disinfectant
properties.
Apply thin layer on the hoof sole.
Box = 1 K.g.

75  L.E r Norton rexine Saddle 2973 L.E
Designed for riders who wants to
purchase a strong and general
purpose saddle.

u

s

100% cotton fabric each side,
10 mm foam padding,
machine washable at 30C

Fly Mask 99 L.E
High quality, nylon ear net
completely binded with fur-
fleece, velcro fastening.
Available in: brown

Leather Care 75 L.E
FORIESTIER leather care
products,
This leathersoap keeps the
leather’s fine appearence and
maintains its suppleness.

d Show Shirts 80 L.E
Cotton shirt with white col-
lar, and flaps.
Available in: short and long
sleeves.
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Leather Gloves
With small hexagons pattern
and Knit wear lining, breath-
able through small holes on top
of the fingers.
Available in: navy, & brown
Size:L & XL

240 L.Ei EQC  Spurs 
EQC Leather Coverred Spurs,
stainless steel. With thread
stitching. 
Preserve with elegance your
riding boots from rubing.

65 L.Ep v Horse Shoes 65 L.E
KERCKAERT Horse Shoes
SN Model Available in:
Punched and threaded for
stud holes.
Size: 00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5
Set of 4: 1 front pair & 1
hind pair

o Ring Snaffle 111 L.E
FEELING  Gag Bit 
Stainless steel hollow mouth
piece.

g

Tendon and feet lockboots with
buckles.
Lined with soft oiled buffalo
leather, fastening through four
straps.

550 L.E

w t

e

NORTON half boots 480 L.E
Synthetic, with welded p.v.c
sole, first sole in texon with half
cover in porc split leather, elastic
gussets.

Sheet
For winter, water proof
Sheet lined with fleece.

375L.E

Whips
A variety of  WHIP & GO
whips of  high quality.

81 - 150 L.Eh Over Reach Boots 90 L.E
Made of PVC with velcro fastening
Size: M & L
Color: black, purple, & blue

E

EQC Horse Boots 
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McDonald’s; M. Mansour

McDonald’s...
in the sports business

It is said that "Living might mean taking chances, but they are worth taking". Any business
investment involves risk, or to be more professional, an extent of "opportunity cost"; especial-

ly investing in sports. It certainly takes a particular level of guts, boldness, character, and a spec-
ulative spirit to get involved in the Egyptian sports business.
McDonald's Egypt has been one of the most important and significant sponsors in the Egyptian
sports field. During the most recent Olympics in Athens, McDonald's was sponsoring both the
Egyptian wresting team, as well as Andre Sakakini, Egypt's only equestrian representative in the
Games. In this interview we talk to Mr. Mohamed Mansour junior, Vice president of McDonald's
Egypt, and a renowned horse back rider, about the sports business in Egypt, trying to find out if
the risk of investing in the equestrian sport is "worth taking". The interview went as follows:

Horse Times (HT): How did the idea of sponsorship come to
McDonald’s to invest in the sports field?
The idea was a whole corporate direction that we should spon-
sor certain sport fields or certain athletes in the country that
had Olympic promises. So basically , McDonalds’ Corporation
is a major sponsor in the Olympics and we were just taking it
down to the country level and applying the strategy of the
mother company.

HT:You mean that as a franchise you "have" to do this?
No, we do not have to do this but here in Egypt for example
having not won an Olympic gold medal for 60 years, it could be
a good idea to sponsor and try to help sports, and to help
someone win. Although, we did a wrong choice! But we tried.

HT:W ithin the sports field, we know that you sponsored weight
lifting and show jumping, why did you choose these two
sports? (Knowing your passion for horses and show jumping in
particular� was it the only motive?).
Nahla Ramadan was a very promising athlete, when it came to
weight lifting in Egypt; she had a very good record. She had
done all what you have to do for the Olympic Games to be one
of the medal caliber winners in the Olympics. So we said ok,
weight lifting we will go with that. And of course because of my
passion for horses and show jumping; I threw it on a table in a
meeting, "we only have one equestrian rider from Egypt quali -
fied for the Olympics and why don’t we sponsor him. And hav-
ing seen his results in the previous Olympics in Sydney with
"Careful", I personally thought he stood a very good chance of
winning a medal.
However, no it was not only my passion for horses that was the
only motive after this decision. It is of course a calculated deci-
sion; if he was in the top 25 in the Olympics four years ago in
Sydney, then four years later after all this training if he com-
peted again he would have a good chance of winning; so that
was basically the idea behind investing in show jumping. Andre
with his experience in the international field, and his results in
the previous Olympics in Sydney � then he had all the experi-
ence needed to win, and his horse had all the experience need -
ed to enter. It’s like betting when you come right down to it, so
we decided to try sponsoring Andre, and he was the only one
representing Egypt, that’s why we took this step.

HT: Why the chosen sports are individual not team sports?
Well, it is very easy , just do the math! If it is one athlete the cost
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will definitely be lower than sponsoring a team of athletes.

HT: But, isn’t it less risky since the team sports like for exam-
ple football, is more popular in Egypt?
Yes, but it depends; I mean, when did our handball team win
in the Olympics? I cannot even remember! At that time maybe
we could have thought about it, but now to sponsor for exam -
ple the Egyptian soccer team, no! we wouldn’t consider it
because results is what matters at the end of the day; espe-
cially when it comes to business, money, and building market-
ing campaigns. So results are one of the most important basics
upon which we make our decisions. Obviously, we took the
wrong decisions regarding this Olympics, if we did our home-
work right; I believe we should have sponsored the "wrestling
team".

H.T:What is the Motto that McDonald’s wants to come up with
behind the big financial investments they put in the sports
industry?
Part of what McDonald’s has taught me was that to be suc-
cessful, one has to give back to the community that one oper-
ates in.  In effect, the idea of sponsoring sports in the country
for McDonalds, is to get involved in our community, we are an
Egyptian company, and we help our Egyptian athletes. For
glory, winning, or whatever it is that they achieve but principal-
ly ’that we are behind the country and that we are Egyptians
behind the Egyptian Olympic athletes’.

H.T: So does it have to do with consumers banning American
products including McDonald’s?
No, not really because you know McDonald’s anywhere in the
world, you have the corporation where they can tell u for exam-
ple "you can have a big Mc, but you can not have a double big
Mc". But when you come down to the country level, every
McDonald’s in every country is doing the same thing. Like for
example, if you go to McDonald’s in England you will find that
McDonald’s also sponsors English Athletes for that region. Its
part of the strategy of the mother comp any to build McDonald’s
into each national fiber. McDonald’s corporation value the local
expertise, their experience, and also the reput ation of their
local p artners; that also makes McDonald’s stronger in the
country, that’s their strategy everywhere.

H.T: How do the results of the Olympics, especially what hap-
pened with Andre Sakakini, affect your sponsorship plans for
the sport s industry in general? 
Of course, you cannot put your money behind something and
say that you have to win because you never know what could
happen. If it is a soccer team, your best player could break his
leg. If you are a show jumper, the variables are even more.
There is the rider , and there is the horse; many things could go
wrong. You can never put a condition that X or Y have to win
or have to come up with the following result s, it could never
happen because only God knows what happens in the future,
not me, not the rider, not even the federation.

H.T: But, didn’t you sponsor the children’s football league in dif-
ferent sport s clubs?
Yes, but these we consider something else. This is geared
towards children and helping in bringing those young genera-
tions up. Its not marketing, it also has to do with ’community
relations’. I mean a big p art of our clients base are children, so
we feel it s our obligation to give back to these children by
sponsoring their local clubs and their local team events like
Soccer, Basketball, and Swimming. 
So sponsoring athletes in international events is one thing, and
sponsoring children-related sports is another; it is an ongoing
thing for us, it is a very strategic initiative we have in
McDonald’s Egypt.

H.T: As for weight lifting; what were the results in the
Olympics? And do you have any future plans regarding this
field of sponsorship?
W ell the results were not so good, I don’t know why. We were
sponsoring the team and there were three very good athletes,
very promising weight lif ters, on the team. It may have been
that they had too much pressure on them! I don’t know exactly
what went wrong, but the result s were not  good at all; maybe not
as bad as show jumping though.
The deal with the weight lif ting federation was for one year ,
2004. However, if there is a world championship or any big
event like that, we might consider sponsoring. But as for now ,
at the end of this year our sponsorship to the weight lifting
team would be over.

H.T: Do you think the risk involved in sports sponsoring is
worth its cost?
W ell, basically we sponsor sports when there is a big event, a
big world event. For example if Egypt would enter the world
cup, that for us would be an opportunity to sponsor the
Egyptian athletes. If we have athletes p articipating in the
Olympics for example, that for us would be an opportunity to
sponsor them. So that would be basically once every four
years, or when there is a big international event, it’s not an
ongoing program; so we minimize the risk.

H.T: What are the main dif ficulties businessmen in Egypt face
when they are investing in sport s?
It is mainly that the only sport that provides audience is

Soccer. I mean if you were to see show jumping shows
abroad, you have many sponsors. That is because you have
a lot of people watching the shows because many people are
interested in the sport. That is mostly what business people
really care for; if I put my logo on a T-shirt were 100,000 peo-
ple would see, or if I put my logo on a saddle were only 25
people will see.

H.T: Why do you think this is the case?
Because at the end of the day show jumping is a very special
sport. The time and ef fort needed to be one of the top riders is
maybe eight to ten hours of riding everyday. Plus, you have to
have a horse worth maybe five hundred thousand pounds to a
million and a half pounds. So us being ’not a rich’ country it is
very dif ficult to accommodate that. Where as in Europe
because of the numbers of sponsors, audience, and the wide
interest in the sport; it is easy to get top sponsors like Audi, to
sponsor riders and get them good horses. 
Mainly in Egypt, there is no awareness for the sport. If you go
to Syria for example, because of  Al Asad’s family’s interest in
the sport there, it is one of their national sports. I went to a

M. Mansour on his horse
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Competing in...

the Arab League
I

n an Interview with Engineer Samir Abdel Fatah, he
talked to Horse Times about the competitions held in
Syria and Lebanon and the new Arab league. According

to Eng. S. Abdel Fatah, the Arab League in a newly developed
idea that is put into action for the first time this year. The
league consists of a series of qualifying competitions that
would make the riders eligible to enter the world cup on the
end of May 2005. It is made up of a twelve competition  series;
the competitions held in Syria and Lebanon were the first two
in that league.

In Syria there was a Nation’s Cup competition, as well as a
qualifying round. Five nations participated in the competitions
in Syria: Syria, Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey. While in
Lebanon there were only three nations: Lebanon, Egypt, and
Syria. The Egyptian team consisted of six senior riders and two
young riders namely General Ahmed Al Sawaf, Amr Magdy ,
Mohamed Osama Al Boraey , Dr . Karim Zohair al Sobky ,
Mohamed Sabry Abdel Maksood, Alaa Maysara, Ahmed
Basiouny , and Shady Ashraf. A week before traveling to Syria
Eng. S. Abdel Fat ah was appointed trainer for the Egyptian
team for both competitions. As indicated by him, the team rode
brilliantly in both competitions, plus the atmosphere among the
team members was a very positive and cooperative one.
Moreover , the result s of the Egyptian team were also out -
st anding; the team won first places in almost every competition
they entered, and the really remarkable result was that of the
team competition in Syria. The Egyptian team, consisting of
General Ahmed Al Sawaf, Amr Magdy , Alaa Maysara, Dr.
Karim Zohair, won the competition with ZERO faults. While the
second place winning team, Turkey, had sixteen faults, and the
third place winning team, Syria, had thirty three faults.

In Eng. S. Abdel Fatah’s opinion, the Syrian team stands a
very good chance in this league. He believes that the team is
going through a transitional phase as they did a lot of changes
since the beginning of this year. They have a newly appointed
trainer, Ibrahim Bashar. Bashar has been living abroad, in Italy
and Saudi Arabia, for a long time, and he seems to have a lot
of elaborate plans for the team; if he is given the adequate
space and time he will manage to get the team nicely estab-
lished. To start with, he is planning to buy new horses for the
team his year. As stated by Eng.S.  Abdel Fatah "the Syrian
team will be a force to be reckoned in the future competitions."

On the other hand, the only misfortunate result for the
Egyptian team was during the Grand Prix in Syria. The first
prize was a "Subaru" car, which was considered a very good
motive for all the riders to win. The atmosphere in this compe-
tition was full of excitement, and the last to go into the arena
was the Egyptian rider Alaa Maysara. Unfortunately, as Alaa
was jumping over the last fence, it fell down, and Alaa ended
up finishing third. The Lebanese rider, Karim Fares, won first
place, a Turkish rider won second place, fourth was Amr
Magdy, and fif th was Mohamed Osama Al Boraey . Eng. S.
Abdel Fat ah also believes that Karim Fares is a very good
rider , and should be watched for in the qualifying competitions.

Alaa Maysara won at least two or three competitions
in Syria, and another two or three in Lebanon; and all of the
Syrian, Lebanese, and Egyptian papers were full of positive
articles about him and the whole Egyptian Team. Also Dr.
Karim Zohair al Sobky won at least three competitions in Syria
and Lebanon, and won second and third places in a lot of com-
petitions. 

In Lebanon there was neither a team competition nor a
Nation’s Cup, only two supporting classes and the Grand Prix.
Six Egyptian riders, General Ahmed Al Sawaf, Amr Magdy,
Alaa Maysara, Dr. Karim Zohair, Mohamed Osama Al Boraey,
and Mohamed Sabry Abdel Maksood, were supposed to par-
ticipate in the Grand Prix. Nevertheless, on the first day of
competition Dr. Karim Zohair fell off his horse and broke his leg
af ter winning second place on that day , and he was then
unable to compete on the two following days.

In spit of Dr . Sobky’s very misfortunate accident, the other
five Egyptian riders were very lucky concerning the result s of
the Grand Prix. All five riders did clear rounds, so "the Egyptian
team had the Jump Of f all to himself to win, and get the first
five places." Alaa Maysara won first, Amr Magdy second,
Mohamed Osama Al Boraey third, General Ahmed Al Sawaf
forth, Mohamed Sabry Abdel Maksood fif th.

So far , the st atus of the Egyptian team in the qualifying com -
petitions is very good; we have the top three riders in the
league, and we have another three riders in the top fif teen.
Moreover , Eng. S. Abdel Fat ah hopes that "the next two quali -
fying competitions in Alexandria and Sharm El Sheikh, will
prove essential for the Egyptian riders who did not get the
chance to travel and gain points in Syria and Lebanon." 

At the end of this series, the two top riders with the highest
accumulated points in six out of the twelve qualifying competi-
tions will get the chance to compete in the world cup finals in
May 2005. As said by Eng. S. Abdel Fatah, "It’s a very big task
for any of the Arab league riders to compete in the World Cup
with the existing expertise and the available horse power; I
believe it will take a couple of years more to get them ready for
this kind of competition." It is very hard to acquire a horse that
could jump the World Cup, as the finals will be over a 125
indoors course. Furthermore, the "indoors arena" is a com-
pletely different criteria for the Egyptian riders; they are not
used to it, and "it will for sure take
them time to adapt to it by getting the
proper training." In Eng. S. Abdel
Fatah’s opinion "the important thing
at this stage, i.e. the first two years of
the Arab League, is not the finals, it’s
the qualifications, and to get used to
the idea of riders traveling all over the
Arab region and competing with dif-
ferent riders".

The next two qualifying competi-
tions will be held in Egypt. The first
one will be held on the 18th of November in Alexandria, and

Based on an interview with: Engineer Samir Abd El Fatah

Eng. Samir Abd
El Fattah
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Syria & Lebanon

By: Ahmed Gamal

... Syria & Lebanon

in Details
Ahmed Gamal was one of the riders that accompanied the

Egyptian team in their very victorious trip to Syria and
Lebanon. Gamal reveals to HORSE Times the high lights of the
trip in details�

"When all the team arrived to Damascus, it took us six hours by
the bus to go to Latakia, the city where the competition was held.
The bus wasn’t that comfortable but we all enjoyed the company.
The team consisted of Alaa Maysara, General Ahmed Al-Sawaf,
Amr Magdy, Dr. Karim Zohair Al-Sobky, Mohamed Al Boraey,
Mohamed Sabry, Ahmed Bassiouny, Shady Asraf, Mr. Hisham
Hattab, Mr. Bekeir, Mr. Tarek, Colonel Mohamed Solya, Tomy, Amr
Fawzy, Dr. Ashraf Al Kalla, and Dr. Mohamed Abd El Azziz; plus
thirteen horses. On our first night in Latakia, the hotel was very
crowded, so the whole team, around twenty two people, had to
st ay in only two rooms. However , by the second day this problem
was sorted out. During the trip the riders felt very upbeat having
Engineer Samir Abd El Fatah around; he added a very positive
and favorable attitude, which definitely made a great atmosphere.
W e won the Nations Cup with zero faults, and Alaa Maysara won
third in the small Grand Prix.

Af ter  we finished the Grand Prix in Lat akia, the team split.
Most of us went back to Damascus and took the plane back to
Cairo except me, Alaa Maysara, Shady Ashraf, Ahmed Bassiouny,
Mohamed Sabry , Amr Magdy , the two vet s, and Colonel Solya. W e
stayed for a couple of days more then we took the horses in the
horse trucks back to Damascus. We stayed for a week during
which we had great time because of the remarkable hospit ality of
the Syrian team.

We then used the horse trucks again to go to Lebanon, it was
a hectic trip, especially at the borders and when we had to drive
up hill. General Ahmed Al-Sawaf, Karim Zohair El Sobky,
Mohamed Al Boraey, Mr. Bekeir, and Mr. Tarek were already in
Lebanon when we arrived. The riding arena was wonderful, so
was the weather except for one day it was really fogy as the
event took place in ’Faqra Club’ 2,100 meters above sea level.
We also had a great time in Lebanon and great results too; Alaa
Maysara won both the big and small Grand Prix. 

During the competitions in Lebanon Dr. Karim Zohair El Sobky
broke his leg af ter the jump off on the second day. He was about
to beat Alaa Maysara, but after crossing the finish line, the horse
slipped (it was very damp because of the rain) and Karim fell
down. Nevertheless, he stood up, said it was ok, rode his horse,
and even won second place. After the prize ceremony General Al-
Sawaf insisted that Karim sees a doctor in spite of his refusal, and
he found out that he had a broken leg. Moreover , when he
returned to Cairo he discovered that his leg was treated incor-
rectly, and would take more time to fully recover.  Let’s hope that
he could compete in Alexandria and Sharm El Sheikh!"

Interviewing Alaa Maysara

After returning from these competitions, Ahmed Gamal had the
chance of interviewing Alaa Maysara, asking him about his opin -
ion of the Media coverage of the events in Syria and Lebanon.

g   Dr. Mohamed, Ahmed Bassiouny, Eng. Samir Abd El-
Fattah, Shady Ashraf, Mohamed Al Boraey, Dr. Ashraf,
Ahmed Gamal, General Ahmed Al Sawaf, Alaa Maysara, Mr.
Tarek Khalifa, Dr. Karim Zohair, and Amr Magdy.

Photo Gallery in “Spot Light”

g   Alaa Maysara
upon winning the

Grand prix in
Lebannon.

g   Ahmed Gamal on his horse, Green Wave.
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Horse’n Around

Horse�n Around

Brain Teasers !!
1- A horse trots one mile due South, then one mile due east, and finally one
mile due North, and ends up where he starts. He’s not at the North pole; where
is he?

2- It is in the barn, but not in the field;
it is in the horse, but not in the pony;
it is in the grain, but not in the oats;
it is in the trot, but never in the gallop...

what is it?

3- A Farrier has a brother who is a trainer in New Hampshire, but the trainer in
New Hampshire does not have a brother who is a farrier. How is this so?

4- A wagon wheel has 21 spokes. How many spaces are between the spockes?

5- If there are 4 stalls available in a barn. Four Horses: Fred, Mable, Rocky, and
Willy will be moving to the barn. How many possible combinations are there
for the number of ways these horses can be situated in the stalls?

6- You are a Jockey in a horse race. The horse you are riding overtakes the
second place horse. What position do you finish?

Answers:

1- He could be close enough to the South Pole that the eastward portion car-
ried him once around it; or closer still that it carried him twice around it; or
closer still…

2- The letter R

3- The Farrier is the sister of the trainer

4- The answer is actually 21

5- 24

6- You finish second; if the horse overtakes the second place horse, you are
in second place



Clip Art
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Clip Art

1. Cut out head and body along
the dotted lines. 

2. Fold all tabs along the solid lines
and glue to adjacent corners. 

3. Place tailpiece through the
spaces in the neck and back. 

4. Pull Picasso's tail and watch 
him shake his head!

Do your own...

Picasso
!





Tips of the day
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Dressage
By: Eng. Emad Zaghloul
The Lateral Movements

In all lateral movements- shoulder-in, travers, ren-
vers, half-pass- the horse is slightly bent and

moves with the forehand and the quarters on two
different tracks (see figure)

As all bending or flexion at the poll and neck has
a repercussion on the whole spin, the bend or flex-
ion must never be exaggerated so that it impairs
the balance and fluency of the movement con-
cerned; this applies especially to the half-pass,
where the bend should be less evident than in the
shoulder -in travers and renvers.

At the lateral movements the pace should
remain free and regular, maintained by a constant
impulsion, yet it must be supple, cadenced and bal-
anced. The impulsion is often lost, because of the
rider’s preoccup ation mainly in bending the horse
and pushing him sideways.

At all lateral movement s the side to which the
horse should be bent, is the inside. The oppo-
site side is the outside.

Shoulder-in. the horse is slightly bent round the
inside leg of the rider. The horse’s inside foreleg
passes and crosses in front of the outside leg; the
inside hind leg is placed in front of the out side leg.
The horse is looking away from the direction in
which he is moving.

Shoulder-in, if performed in the right way , with
the horse slightly bent round the inside leg of the
rider, and at the correct tracking, is not only a sup-
pling movement but also a collecting movement,
because the horse at every step must  move his
inside hind leg underneath his body and place it in
front of the out side, which he is unable to do with-
out lowering his inside hip.

Travers. The horse is slightly bent round the
inside leg of the rider . The horse’s outside legs
pass and cross in front of the inside legs. The horse
is looking in the direction in which he is moving.

Renvers. This is the inverse movement in rela-
tion to Travers, with the tail instead of the head to
the wall. Otherwise the same principles and condi -
tions are applicable as at the Travers.

Half-pass. This is a variation of Travers, execut-
ed "on the diagonal" instead of "along the wall".
The horses should be slightly bent round the inside
leg of the rider in order to give more freedom and

mobility to the shoulders, thus adding ease and
grace to the movement, although the forehand
should be slightly in advance of the quarters. The
outside legs pass and cross in front of the inside
legs. The horse is looking in the direction in which
he is moving. He should maintain the same
cadence and balance throughout the whole move-
ment.



Show Jumping

- A staircase fence as the first element of a combination encourages novice horses to jump. It is more

inviting than an upright.

- Spreads should not be used as a second element for very novice horses or ponies, or for those with

little scope, especially out of a one non-jumping stride double.

- A two non-jumping stride double should be used for very novice horses and small ponies. They can

put in three strides if necessary.

- Never leave empty cups on wings. Spare cups with no poles in them are dangerous.

- Use only one pole on the far side of a parallel or near parallel. You should never have a plank on

the far side of this type of fence.

- Flat cups should be used for planks and gates.

- When making a fence higher, to avoid leaving airy gaps, raise all the poles, or put in an extra one.

Tips on Building fences:

Tips on Encouraging Good Jumping:
- In early stages of schooling, approach in trot.

- Keep fences small until style and complete confidence become established.

- Build inviting fences that are solid-looking and have a true ground-line.

- Obstacles built alongside a school wall or a fence will help novice jumpers - both

horse

and rider.

- Distances between combinations and in gymnastic jumping must be correct.

- The use of parallel bars will encourage horses to be supple and to round their

backs.

- Relaxation is vital. Tension

ruins style and ability.

- When building show jumping

courses, the distance between

individual fences is usually

measured in multiples of the

length of a horse’s stride. 

- Unless you are experienced -

when setting up or designing a

course, first use a simple fig-

ure-of-eight track. Later you

can vary it.

- For correct schooling, it is

HORSESep. Times 3

Tips of the day
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I
f you are a new rider who has found his love for equestrian
sports to be more than just a passing phase, you are prob-
ably ready to purchase your own saddle even if you don’t

have your own horse. Lesson horses at the riding clubs do
come fully equipped, but those saddles have to accommodate
beginning to more advance riders. Subsequently barn saddles
might not be in the best condition and could be too small or too
big, depending on your body type. Your own personal saddle,
however, will be bought with you and your preferences in mind,
but only if you know what to look for . 

Saddles are much like shoes they all function much the
same way, but the variety is endless, ranging from new to
used, simple to ornate, cheap to expensive. Your first step in
purchasing a saddle is to focus on what type of saddle best
suits your needs. If you are an amateur rider taking lessons
that are a mix of equitation and small jumps, you most certain-
ly should stick with an all-purpose saddle. An all-pur-
pose saddle allows students to pop fences in a les-
son, but also has a large enough seat for a comfort-
able hack across the countryside. Even if you are
considering competitive jumping for the future, don’t
think the advanced jumping saddle will be able to
double as your everyday saddle. On the contrary , the
smaller, more forward design could make you feel
less secure when galloping across an open field.
Dressage, jumping, and polo saddles are specifically
designed for a particular aspect of the equestrian
sport, whereas the all-purpose saddle for amateur
riders can cross all disciplines. 

The next question to consider is should you buy a
new or used saddle? If monetary concerns are a fac-
tor , an old but better quality saddle will be more use -
ful than a new, poor quality one. Used saddles have
the advant age of already being broken-in although
not by your own rear end. If considering a used sad-
dle, make sure that the stitching has not unraveled
and the billet strap s (under the saddle flap) and girth
straps are not about to disintegrate. A professional can repair
the straps, but the work could cost you as much as a new sad-
dle. 

Breaking in a new saddle will depend on the amount of
time you spend in it. Even if you only ride twice a week, youll
start to feel your new saddle soften up within a few months.
Both new and used saddles require a good soaping or oiling to
keep the leather from drying out. Careful attention to it s care
can keep a saddle in use for a good fifteen years or more. 

Armed with this information, youre ready to browse your
local t ack stores, but your hunt for the right saddle is not over
yet. A saddle should always be bought to fit the rider before the
horse especially for non-horse owners. 

The salesman might ask you a lot about your horses withers
and back shape all of which need to be considered but your
shape is priority. Seat sizes reflect the length between the tip of
the pommel to the cantle. Most adult s range from sizes 16 to 18
or 16 to 18 inches. To determine your seat size, sit in the saddle
and place the flat of your hand on the exposed part of the seat
behind you. There should be about three fingers wid th between
your backside and the end of the saddle. 

A saddle that is too large for you will make it hard to retain
a firm seat, but one that is too small will pinch you into unnat -

ural positions. A tack store owner will have the knowledge to fit
you properly, but knowing your seat size will aid you if you are
buying privately. 

Knee rolls are also a consideration. Some saddles are built
up near the knees to provide more stability, but other riders find
them inhibiting. Try using barn saddles with knee rolls before
deciding if they are for you. 

Once you have determined if the saddle fit s you, you can
check if the saddle will fit your horse. As an amateur, non-
horse owner, more often than not you are riding a different
mount for every lesson. Most saddles will fit your average
mount and only very few horses have such a strikingly differ-
ent confirmation that would require a special saddle. Average
saddles will pinch a horse with very high withers for example.
Thoroughbreds tend toward high withers and if you find your-
self primarily riding these types of horses, consider purchasing

saddles with a cut-away. If only one or two of your local hors-
es require that special saddle, your best bet would still be a
standard all-purpose. 

After determining the type of saddle, its age and the prop-
er size, you are ready to make your purchase. Some good
brands include forestier and Tolga, but lesser known makers
have excellent saddles as well. Unless arranged separately by
the seller , saddle purchases do not include the stirrup s or stir -

How to choose the perfect horse saddle...
Purchasing the correct saddle means knowing what to look for in fit and quality

Different Types of Saddles

�Dressage, jumping, and

polo saddles are specifically

designed for a particular

aspect of the equestrian sport,

whereas the all-purpose sad-

dle for amateur riders can



Serenity
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Thoughts...
There is nothing worse than a person living

without motivation or hope.
Happiness for him is a group of short lived

moments, without which he can’t cope.
Has the cause been great disappointment

or a big failure doesn’t differ.
His life even if filled with beauty, for him it is

just always stiffer.
People live to fulfill dreams that may never

come  true but they give a meaning for their
everyday.

How about those who know that their
dreams are gone, how can they sing or

sway.
Little things like good scenery or a child in

play; bring them back to life.
These things are gifts from God so enjoy

them even if you have to strive.
And if you are one of those who still have

even one hope or dream.
Pursue it with full belief 

and never feel week or lean.
Even if you didn’t reach, 

remember the places that this dream took
you

The Friesian

Never have I seen such beauty
Such elegance and grace

Nothing short of magnificent
W ith nobility on his face.

Black coat ripples with luxury
Mane and tail grand

Feathers adorn his fetlocks
Imposing he does stand.

There is kindness in his eye
He has gentlemanly ways

A softness that is real 
And with him all his days.

Floating action when he trots
Muscle’s clad with strength

Effortless are his paces
No energy has been spent...

W ritten by Nadeen Davis

Serenity
"This one step -- choosing a goal and
sticking to it -- changes everything." 

-Scott Reed



On the 11th of September Ahmed Chakankiry on ’Best
Time’ won the President’s cup in the 13th Sharqia

Festival for Arabian Horses, completing a clear round in
60.63 seconds. While the second place winner, Ismail
Rashdan, also did a clear round but finishing in 60.80 sec-
onds. According to Chakankiry, the fierce competition
between him and Rashdan was one of the "significant
motives" for him during the competition, since the third
place winner finished in 65 seconds.

On the day prior to the festival all participants entered
the qualifications; this year five riders out of eight were
qualified. On the festival day, the competition was a
"Speed Class", where the riders should jump a clear
round riding against the clock.
Chakankiry rides for the Presidential Guard Equestrian
Club, and his father , Mohamed Chakankiry , is a remark -
able horse breeder in Egypt. This is the third time for
Chakankiry to p articip ate in the Sharqia Festival; on 2001
he won fif th place, and in 2002 he won sixth place. In the
National Competition this year he won tenth place in the
C class; which qualifies him to enter the B class in the
upcoming season.
However , Chakankiry prefers p articipating in the national
competitions more as he believes that the competition
between the large number of contest ants would be more
useful technically , as it encourage the riders to profes-
sionally improve on his/her riding skills. However, the
Sharqia festival enjoys the benefit of more media cover-

Ahmed Chakankiry;
winning the President's Cup

The 13th Sharqia Festival 
for Arabian Horses
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Spot Light

Dr. Karim Sobky, Ahmed Basiouny, Adham Samir, Ahmed Sabry, Moteai’a Ismail, Mostafa Mousa,Ibrahim Sabry, and
Ahmed Mamdouh; In Ferousia club

Spot-Light

Alaa Maysara, Mohamed Hemeida, and Ahmed Gamal Manal Wahid, Amr Magdy, Salwa Elsherbiny, and friend

Abd El Wahab El Selawy

Ferousia Club’s 
Winners

These honored guests were part of the audi-
ence in the competition that took place in
Ferousia club. The results of this competition
were as follows:

90 - 100 cm :
1. Mohamed El Boraei
2. Adham Samir
3. Mostafa Aboud
4. Adham Samir
5. Wahba Saleh
6. Mohamed Ashraf
7.Abd Allah Tarek
7.Fawkia Hamouda
7.Ibrahim Al Mohder

110 - 120 cm :
1. Hady Gabr
2. Yehia Wagih
3. Mostafa Slim
4. Ahmed Hussein
5. Mohamed Hemeida
120 - 130 cm :
1.Islam Amr Eid
2.Mohamed Al Boraie
3.Hady Gabr



Spot-Light
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Spot Light

Photo Gallery: Syria & Lebanon

Mohamed Sabry (Dokdok), on Dimocrate. Amr Magdy, on Legatte.

Karim Fares, Amr Magdy, Dr. Karim Zohair, Alaa Maysara, Mohamed
Al Boraie, Shady gorieb, & the Lebanese organizing committee

General Ahmed Al Sawaf, Amr Magdy, Alaa Maysara, Mohamed Al Boraie, Dr. Karim Zohair, & the organizing committees

M. Sabri, Shady Ashraf, M. Boraei, Dr. Zohair, Ahmed Gamal, Gen. A.
Al Sawaf, Amr Magdy, Eng. Samir Abdelfatah, Alaa Maysara.

General Ahmed Al Sawaf, on MeshmeshZ. Dr. Karim Zohair, on Le Thunder. Mohamed Sabry, on Democrate.
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VETS Tack Shops Riding Lessons

Riding Holidays

Dr. Ahmed El Sayed: 271-6769
Dr. Ashraf El Kalla: 010-140-9917
Dr. Ashraf Shamaa: 012-236-0910 
Dr. Assem: 012-738-2204
Dr. Emad El Baroudy: 010-603-3873
Dr. Farouk El Bana: 354-2388
Dr. Mohamed Yousef: 010-108-1278
Dr. Mohamed Ayad: 577-3705

Equicare Company:
2, Bahgat Aly, Zamalek, Cairo.
Tel&Fax: 735-6939/ 735-4348
ALFA market: 
Giza, Zamalek, Maadi, Heliopolise,
Alexandria
Ferousia Club:
Zamalek
Tel: 738-1719

Ferousia Club
Tel: 738-1719, 
Cellular: 010-111-4815

Sofitel, Sharm El-Sheikh
desert trips, beach trips, and overnight riding camps.
Tel: ++2(069) 600081/9

Special Offer
BRAND NEW Leather Boots, Subirac Leather Boots
45 Small w, 42 Large w, 42 Extra Large w / Price: 700 L.E.

Call Ms. Omnia: 202-735-6939 /  202-735-4348 

Pegasus 2 horse trailer, front unloading, large dimen-
sions, in a very good condition
Contact Mr. Wael Mohamed- mob: 010-662-8735

*Pegasus Trailers*




